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Horse's Gaits, Movements, and 
Balance

I think you're at a really good starting place with this horse's balance. His gaits are steady which is 
great, try to keep more energy and forward engagement. I would also try to encourage more swing in 

his movements and gaits, especially be cautious of his back and whole topline remaining soft. The 
swing of the back is more evident at the walk but all 4 gaits should have a natural swing. 

Rider's Position and Balance

You have a nice "correct" position but it appears that you're trying too hard, try to loosen up. Be more 
relaxed and make your position look and feel more natural. As I said, Try not to be so restricted to 

"proper" position. Your hands are nicely steady but show some tension some times, because it looks 
like you're trying to keep them in place. Your lower back also seems tense, there should be a more 
disconnection from your upper body and lower body, use your abs more. Your balance looks nice.

Overall Remarks

Overall, this is some nice riding. Try to work on loosening up more in your body and flow and follow 
with your horse. When riding horses in their early balance stages, we need to try to help them find 

their natural balance and instead try not to interfere with them. We become overly focused on riding 
"correct" and getting our horse into the "correct" position and movements. Balance and softness needs 

to come first and then you will find the balance and correct carriage coming naturally.

Goals to Work Toward
Really work on relaxation in yourself. Forget about "proper". Be relaxed and let your focus simply be 
on helping your horse find his balance while maintaining relaxed himself. Balance can't be forced and 

correct position cannot be created, it's something that has to come to you on its own.

Exercises to Try

Spend some rides really focusing on your horse moving free and loose but riding forward. Experiment 
riding on a very loose rein, with a droop, and just move out. Feel your horse move beneight you, try 

closing your eyes if you feel safe doing so. Feel the movement and try to ride while "staying out of his 
way". Feel for the back to swing to the right and to the left, then follow that movement with your seat. 
Like a dancing partnership, let him lead and you follow. Travel back and forth from a working trot to 

a medium trot with the tranisition coming from the hind.

Positive Encouragement You are doing a great job and there are really a lot of things I see in this video that I like. Keep up the 
good work!

Thank you!


